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Dog blow dryer near me

Top reviews Latest Top Reviews SavingsServicesIdeasLowe's Home Improvement WishlistMy Lists As pet owners, we know that our dogs need a bath regularly. But when it comes to soaking our dogs completely, watching them shake off excess water throughout the house, and fill the house with their wet smell for hours... well, it's not
quite fun for us or babies. Not to mention, drying air is not always healthy. While some short-haired varieties can get away with being air-dried after baths, air drying can cause skin hot spots or even fungus growth between the dog's paw pads. It can also lead to long hair getting matte or even dirty again, as it can take hours to dry
naturally. That's why blow drying is the best possible solution to get your dog's fur completely dry over a period of time. Using a dog blow dryer cuts down on a wet dog smell, leaves pets looking as fluffy as possible and keeps their skin healthy. While it may be tempting to use the hairdryer you already own in your pet, human hair dryers
are often too high to heat pet skin. For large breed dogs, the size of small nozzles in a human blow dryer will make the blow drying session unnecessarily long. Blow dryers designed for dogs, however, usually have several speed options and temperature settings that allow you to adjust the experience of your dog. For example, if your dog
is afraid of sound dryer, keeping the dryer on low will help with the noise. Also, many dryers come with several nozzles, some that dissip allitable the air extensively and others that focus the air more closely. Some nipples can even double as a hair brush or comb. No matter what type of blow dryer you use, you'll want to make sure that
you slowly put in the dryer for your dog, especially if he or she isn't accustomed to being blow dried regularly. Start it at the bottom and make sure you avoid blowing air directly into sensitive areas such as the face, ears, or genitals. Using a free hand to brush through the dog's hair, but it dries will also help speed up the process. While
most dog dryers require you to point the nozzle to the pet's fur, there is another style dryer that doesn't blow the air directly to the dogs. Instead, the cage dryer is attached to the dog's box and works by blowing warm air into the box around the pet. However, cage dryers pose a risk that the dog may overheat, and in some sad cases have
led to a fatal heat stroke. So, it is important to always monitor the dog while using a cage dryer and never leave them alone. With that in mind, take a look at the best dog blow dryers you can buy. 1. Shelandy Pet Hair Dryer Do You Have a Great Dane or Miniature Dachshund, this Shelandy pet hair dryer promises to get your dog dry In
addition, multi-speed settings allow you to control the airflow. What we like about it: Four different different air outlet and four speeds Heating feature allows you to adjust the air from cold to warm Comes with a one year warranty buy now on Amazon for $70 2. Go Pet Club Dog Hair Dryer It costs and size, this Go Pet Club dog hair dryer
offers a lot of value. It is also light and portable enough to take with you during the trip. What we like about it: Two air and temperature settings to choose from three different nozzle options Relatively Low Noise Buy Now on Amazon for $81.49 3. Flying One Dog Dryer With Heater Powerful Motor and Extra Long 10 Foot Hose are just
some of the great features of this Flying One dog dryer. It is also designed with a steel sheath around its engine, ensuring that this dryer will last as long as possible. What we like about it: Easy to navigate thanks to its flexible hose Two different nozzles, two heat settings, and an adjustable air flow button Available in pink, green or purple
color options buy now on Amazon for $172 Buy Now for Chewy for $172 for $4. Metro Air Force Commander 2-Speed Pet Dryer This metro pet dryer combines the efficiency of a large dryer with the transferability of compact designs. Its powerful engine reportedly reduces drying time by more than half. What we like about it: Durable, allsteel design Two-speed options One-year Warranty Buy Now on Amazon for $202.59 Buy Now for Chewy for $199.99 5. It is best suited for small and medium dogs. What we like about it: Lower heat and much quieter than the human blow dryer Two heat settings lightweight and portable Buy Now on Amazon for $29.99 6. Bonnlo Dog
Hair Dryer For Dogs, which are particularly sensitive to the loud noise of the hairdryer, this Bonnlo dog dryer is designed with a noise-reducing sponge to ensure that it only produces 50 to 70 decibel sounds (similar to sound voices during a conversation). What we like about it: Four nozzle options Adjustable speed dials and two
temperature settings Available in black, blue or yellow to buy now on Amazon for $62.99 7. Amzdeal Dog Dryer Even large breeds with thick fur are not playing on this powerful Amzdeal dog dryer. Its 2800 watt motor is professional cabin quality. What we like about it: Adjustable speed dials and two temperature settings for 7-foot hose
Four-nozzle options 18-month Warranty Buy Now on Amazon for $79.99 8. Free Paws Pet Dryer With five different nozzles and grooming glove included, this Free Paws pet dryer will help you achieve peak dog fluffiness in no time at all. What we like about it: Adjustable speed dials and two heat settings Low 60-decibels sound Available
in yellow or black colors Buy now on amazon for $165.99 9. Pet Dryer Since it has no heating element and it is based on room temperature air, this B-Air pet pet pet is a particularly safe choice for a cage-style dryer. What We Like About It: Works quietly in the Optional Filter Kit available for purchase Available in Green or Blue Buy Now on
amazon for $133.53 for $10. Double K Industries ChallengAir 560 Cage Dryer If you want to invest in a high quality cage dryer, this Double K Industries is top-of-the-line. It boasts safety features such as a timer and temperature control unit that monitors the temperature inside the cage to prevent pets from over-heating. What Do We Like
About It: Quiet Engine Two Air Settings and Temperature Settings Hooks on Most Boxes to Buy Now on Amazon for $404.95 More Dog Care Tips Need Dog Grooming? Does your dog need a fresh finish? Groomer can now come to your house! Rover offers dog grooming in Seattle, Austin, and Denver. To learn more, please check out
our page here. ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc. Inc.
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